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Hospitals, care homes and retirement homes have a real need for simple solutions for 
complex requirements. HEWI’s individual optimum planning, design and implementation 
approach makes this possible without any compromises.

Decades of experience, reliable innovation, an understanding for design and materials, 
and people-focused product development have made us what we are today: 
experts in accessible bathrooms. As the global market leader, HEWI sets standards  
in the professional care field, in bathrooms in hospitals or senior living and other care 
facilities.

HEWI underscores its commitment to safety and comfort with attention to design, 
color and finish options as well as a full range of accessories, thereby allowing  
designers to compliment and contrast with other finish elements in bathroom design 
plans. The seven color pallet in Range 477/801 and the two metal finishes in System 
900 provide a wide rage of options to meet all design schemes.

Multiple choices for components, such as waste bins and soap dispensers, can answer 
the needs of bathrooms for individual, independent users, or bathrooms in public spaces 
that are highly frequented. The same dedication to easy cleaning, water resistant attach-
ments, design and hidden fasteners is applied to bathroom accessories.
HEWI is always the ideal choice.

HEWI makes it easy to create inclusive designs. Our products are perfect for meeting 
the complex requirements of the professional care field; they are designed down to 
the smallest detail. The system stands out thanks to its functionality, durable quality, 
sophisticated design, clever mounting methods, hygienic surfaces and convenient 
and safe usability. 

Premium materials and careful workmanship result in outstanding, durable quality. 
Even after years of intensive use and cleaning, high-quality products show absolutely 
no signs of wear.

HEWI Professional Care
Accessibility experts
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System 900 can be used to realize bathrooms that convey a sense of well-being. The system’s design affords a 
hotel-like level of comfort. The elegant design of the products, the use of high-quality materials and the clever 
functions enhance user well-being. The system was specifically developed to offer the best possible levels of 
patient independence and safety.

A timeless, minimalist design has been created using durable materials, such as high-gloss chrome or satin stainless 
steel. The pore-free surface is resistant to cleaning agents and disinfectants. The modular structure of System 900 
allows for various combination options. System 900 enables bathrooms to be created that are ideally designed  
to not only meet users’ needs but also the needs of care give’s and facilities. The product functions are perfectly 
matched to the professional care field. System 900 includes a wide range of ADA compliant products. This fact greatly 
simplifies the planning of accessible bathrooms. Grab bars and shower seats were engineered to meet ADA standards.  
The shower seats can be loaded up to 450 lb (204 kg). System 900 is suitable for facilities where access and use 
should also be provided for individuals with disabilities.

Design and function
System 900

stainless steel 
satin finished

chrome
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Design and function
System 900







· Up to 450 lbs (204 kg) load capacity  

·  Different sizes and designs

Comfortable and convenient use
Combining safety and style
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·  Easy to clean
·  Non-porous surface, increased hygiene

· Focus on design
· Generously sized seat increases comfort and safety

·  High quality material
· Secure hold and support for users
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Permanent, reliable quality is not just evident in the 
materials but also in the technical details. 

Hygiene is a decisive factor in the professional care field. 
System 900 only uses materials that are resistant to 
disinfectants and cleaning agents. The products are made 
of as few components as possible so that only very few 
joints are created. The interfaces are extremely precise 
due to the use of laser technology. Precise production 
guarantees smooth, hygienic surfaces.To find out more, 
visit www.hewi.us/hygienic and watch the film there.

The railing system and shower handrails stand out thanks 
to a clever and very simple mounting technique. With the 
innovative plug-click principle, only three rosette mounts 
are required instead of the usual four fixing points. This 
makes the support bar systems easier to clean.

The sealing element can be used quickly and reliably to 
seal the attachment elements to the wall. It can also be 
used with the wall brackets for the hinged support rails 
and shower seats, and the rosette mounts of the support 
rails and grab bar components.
Watch the film at www.hewi.us/installation to find out how 
easy it is to mount parts with the plug-click connection.

Durable quality
Hygienic materials

Grab bar

Accessories
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Shower rail



·  Extreme stability due to 
additional stiffening increases 
safety

·  Few components make cleaning easier 
and increase hygiene

· Only premium materials
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Providing flexible use
Smart solutions  



·  Maintenance-free brake controls 
the lowering of the hinged support 
rail and minimizes the risk of injury

· Two design options

· Concealed fastening

· Secure, reliable stop protects the wall

Bathrooms can be adapted flexibly to the needs of users thanks to the use of mobile hinged support rails. 
The installation film at www.hewi.us/flexible shows how simple it is to install the mobile solutions.
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Range 477/801 reflects all the experience HEWI has in accessible design. Range 477/801 was the first accessibility 
sanitary range for the German market and, since then, it has represented the quality of products made in Germany. 
The range is continuously developed and has established itself as both classic and up to date.

The HEWI product diversity enables the comprehensive design of bathrooms, oriented to the varying needs of patients 
and care personnel. Range 477/801 is designed to offer the best possible levels of patient independence and safety. 
This greatly alleviates pressure on care givers. Cleaning staff profit from the hygienic and easy-to-clean surfaces.

The polyamide range is characterized by its pleasant touch. The cross-section of the round tubular design is optimally 
matched to the hand. Range 477/801 is available in seven HEWI colors and thus enables many design options. 
Products are available in the HEWI colors pure white (99), stone gray (95), anthracite gray (92), jet black (90), ruby red 
(33), sand (86) and umber (84).

Achieving inclusive design
Range 477/801

99 pure white 95 stone gray 92 anthracite gray 90 jet black 33  ruby red 86 sand 84 umber
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Achieving inclusive design
Range 477/801
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Safety and independence are important aspects of accessibility. 
HEWI products provide reliable, secure hold and support to  
users. HEWI offers more than pure functionality, it also attaches 
great importance to the comfort and aesthetic design.

HEWI products have been setting new standards in the area  
of accessibility for decades. Product functionality is designed 
and developed in line with the principles of Universal Design 
theory and to provide solutions to meet ADA guidelines. HEWI 
offers ADA-compliant shower seats and support systems, 
such as grab bars with optional movable hand-held shower 
holders.

HEWI hinged shower seats illustrate this integrated approach. 
The generously sized seat design increases both comfort and 
safety in the shower. HEWI shower seats are made of high-
quality polyamide. The slip-proof surface has a pleasant, warm 
feel and is easy to clean. The non-porous surface increases 
hygiene. The louvered structure enables water to flow away 
quickly. 
Continuous, galvanized steel cores and wall plates with inte-
grated steel elements increase stability and give the shower 
seat its high weight capacity. If the seat is not needed, it can 
be folded up against the wall. HEWI shower seats are available 
in different sizes and shapes so that they fit in any shower.

Function and safety
Grab bars and shower seats

Grab bar

Shower rail
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L-shaped seat
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Secure support
Pleasant grip 

EASY INSTALLATION
·  Permanently reliable fastening
· Fixing roses are made of corrosion-proof steel
· Fixing technology enables corrections
· Self-latching roses made of high-quality polyamide conceal the fixing

HANDLING COMFORT
·  The cross-section is perfectly shaped for  
the human hand

·  Round tube design offers a pleasant and  
secure hold

HYGIENIC SURFACE
·  Minimal number of components,
· Easy-care, cleaning agent-resistant materials
· Pore-free surfaces
· Concealed fixing
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RELIABLE
·  The steel core inside the cloakroom  
rail increases its load capacity

·  High-quality polyamide guarantees  
permanently high-gloss surfaces

CUSTOM-FIT
·  Large selection allows the 
optimal matching solution

DESIGN OPTIONS
·   Available in seven select HEWI colours
·  High-contrast design nor subtle tone-
on-tone colouring

Find out more about the excellent product quality at 
www.hewi.us/material on our webiste.
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Support rails provide safety and support in all areas of the sanitary room – whether at the washbasin, the toilet or in 
the shower. The System 800 K support rails allow simple, easy and, above all, flexible use. Easy to grip surfaces and  
a cross-section that is adapted to the hand, enable dynamic gripping and effective force transfer. The tubular design 
of System 800 K allows a positive locking grip which means that when the body is supported, the load is distributed 
evenly across the fingers, palms and joints.

The three-point attachment guarantees safe and permanently reliable installation. The fixing roses are made of 
corrosion-proof steel. The innovative fixing technology enables corrections, so that grab bar can be installed exactly. 
Self-latching roses made of high-quality polyamide conceal the fixing. Thanks to the extremely small gap, dirt cannot 
collect between the wall and handle. This increases hygiene significantly. In addition to hygienic benefits, the support 
rails offer the opportunity to implement the ADA requirements in compliance with the norm. 

The System 800 K support rails are available in selected HEWI colours. 
For more information about the support rails, please refer to our online catalogue at www.hewi.us/grab-bars.

Easy grip
System 800 K | Support rails

99 pure white 95 stone gray 92 anthracite gray 90 jet black 33  ruby red 86 sand 84 umber
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Easy grip
System 800 K | Support rails



Product selection
System 900

Towel rail
162.30.200...

Toilet brush unit
900.20.000... 

Toilet roll holder
900.21.000...

Walking aid holder
900.90.001...

Hair dryer holder
900.00.000...

Hooks
162.90.010... 
162.90.030...

Shelf
162.03.1105...
600 mm | 23 5/8“

Disinfectant or soap dispenser
900.06.002...
900.06.003..

Soap dispenser with holder
900.06.001...  
900.06.000...   

Tumbler with holder
162.04.110...  
900.04.000...

Shelf with grab bar
900.03.000...

Towel rail
162.30.100...

Tumbler
Holder

Tumbler
Holder Basic body

Front 
Holder

Shelf

Holder
Shelf

Shower basket
900.03.001...
900.03.002...

Insert 

Insert 
Holder

L-shaped shower seat 
900.51.206... | 900.51.207...
900.51.208... | 900.51.209...

Rectangular folding shower seat
900.51.210...
900.51.211...
900.51.212...

Folding bathtub seat
900.51.213...

Wall bracket
Seat

Wall bracket
Seat

Wall bracket
Seat
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Rail
Backrest

Further information on system 900 can be found in the online catalogue under www.catalog.hewi.com

Inserts
 satin finished crystal glass
     98 signal white 
     92 anthracite grey

Shower stool
950.51.300...

Hanging seat
900.51.1...

Hinged seat with hygiene cutout
900.51.2...
900.51.4... mobile

Hinged seat
900.51.2...
900.51.4... mobile

Rail with vertical support bar 
and shower head holder
900.35.3...

L-shaped support rail with  
shower head holder
900.33.2...

Rail with shower head holder
900.33.0 …

Shower grab rail
900.35.1...

Back rest rail
900.51.90... 

Mobile hinged support rail Duo
900.50.4...

Hinged support rail Mono
900.50.... 
600 mm | 23 5/8“

Shower curtain rail
900.34.10... 
900.34.30...

Shower curtain rail
900.34.400...

Curtain rings Curtain rings

Shower head holder Shower head holder Shower head holder

Wall bracket
Seat

Wall bracket
Seat

Frame 
Seat
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Materials and surfaces
     chrome
     stainless steel satin finished 
     white powder coated
     98 signal white 
     92 anthracite grey

Support rail
900.36.0...
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Product selection
Range 477/801

Removable hanging seat
801.51US110
448 x 475 x 486 mm | 
17 5/8 x 18 11/16 x 19 1/8“

Bath towel bar
477.30US110
570 mm | 22 7/16“
477.30US210
457 mm | 18“

Shelf
477.03US100
600 mm | 23 5/8“

Paper towel basket
477.05US211 (Basket black)
477.05US212 (Basket white)

Paper towel dispenser
477.06US6005 

Soap dish
477.02US200

Towel ring
477.09US300

Holder and tumbler
477.00US100 
477.04US020

Soap dispenser
477.06US1005 

Waste bin
477.05US300 

Corner shelf
477.32US100

Corner shelf
802.03US220

Holder chrome

Wall hook
477.90US035 
105 mm | 4 1/8“

Double hook
477.90US025
43.5 mm | 1 11/16“

Single hook
477.90US010 
45 mm | 1 3/4“
477.90US030 
100 mm | 3 15/16“
477.90US045 
65 mm | 2 9/16“

Triple hook
477.90US050
477.90US051 
477.90US052 .
70 mm | 2 3/4“
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Upgrade kit toilet roll holder
801.50US010

Shower bench
801.51US8410
960 mm | 37 13/16 “

Visit our website www.hewi.com or our online catalogue to review further product and service information.

L-shaped shower seat 
801.51US320R
685 x 578 mm | 26 15/16 x 22 3/4“

Rectangular folding shower seat
801.51US450
694 x 382 mm | 27 5/16 x 15 1/16“ 

Folding bathtub seat
801.51US520
387 x 740 mm | 15 1/4 x 29 1/8“

Materials and Surfaces
Polyamide
    99 pure white
    95 stone gray 
    92 anthracite gray
    90 jet black
    33 ruby red

Swing-up grab bar, rotatable
801.50US100
801.50US110
801.50US120
801.50US140
600 - 850 mm | 23 5/8 - 33 7/16 “ 

Shower grab bar 
801.35US220 
1250 x 800 x 800 mm | 
49 3/16“ x 31 1/2“ x 31 1/2“ 

Grab bar with shower head holder
801.33US100
610 mm | 24“

Shower grab bar
801.35US100
952 x 495 mm | 37 1/2 x 19 1/2“ 

L-shaped grab bar
801.22US100
305 x 610 mm | 12 x 24“

Ceiling support 
801.34US020
540 mm | 21 1/4“

Shower curtain rail
801.34US100 
915 x 915 mm | 36 x 36“ 
801.34US110
1524 x 915 mm | 60 x 36“ 

Grab bar
801.36US100
801.36US110
801.36US120
305 - 1067 mm | 12 - 42“ 

Toilet roll holder
477.21US100

Toilet brush unit
477.20US100 

Toilet brush unit
801.20US100  

    86 sand
    84 umber
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